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Introduction

This is a variant to replace the card combat system in the second edition of Dungeon Quest by using 

dice. This variant is a variation of the dice combat the variant designed by Xehutl which is a variation 

of the variant designed by Fantasy Flight games which was a variation  to their card combat system. 

This is why I decided to call this variant the  “ Dice Combat Variant3“.

This variant is very similar to the variant proposed by Xehutl with some modifications to the rules. I 

talked to him about the few problems I saw in his design, but we seemed to have 2 different vision of 

the problem. So I decided to make my own variation of his variant. To prevent players from having to 

trace back all variants to understand the rules, all the rule of the variant will be placed in this document.

Requirements

This variant requires four twelve sided dice of 4 different color which will each match a character's 

statistics. The required colors are: Red, Green, Blue and Yellow. These dices are not supplied with the 

original game. Combats cards will not be required anymore and they can be placed back in the box. 

You need to remove the “Drain Life” because it's the only rune used in combat that conflict with this 

variant.

Additional components will be designed to contain the rule changes made by this variant. New 

character abilities will be placed on a card, a small table of the monster attributes will be made.

Monster Encounter

When you encounter a creature, the player has the choice to escape from the battle or engage the 

enemy. If a player want to escape, he must make a luck check, if he fails he receives 2 point of damage 

and the combat starts. If he succeed, he escape from the battle.

Combat resolution

Monster in the game has 2 attributes associated to each of them. Here is the list:

Skeleton Agility & Armor

Sorcerer Agility & Luck

Troll Strength & Armor

Golem Strength & Agility

Demon Strength & Luck



A combat round consist in rolling 2D12 where each die color match the monster’s matching attribute. 

For example, if you fight against a troll, you roll the red (Strength) and blue (Armor) die. For each die 

rolled, compare the results with the character’s attribute.

• If the roll is > than the attribute: The character takes 1 point of damage

• If the roll is < than the attribute: the monster takes 1 point of damage

• If the roll is = to the attribute: the monster takes 2 point of damage. This is called a death blow.

Compare both dice and apply the damage. The combat round is now over. Start a new combat round 

until the monster or the hero die.  

Optional retreat rules

During a battle, a hero can attempt to retreat. The player must succeed a luck roll + 1 for each point of 

damage inflicted to the creature. IF the player fails, he receive 2 points of damage, else he successfully 

escape. 

Character special Abilities

Some character abilities needs to be adjusted for the new rules, if the abilities are not listed here it 

means that the hero keep his original ability.

Hugo the glorious: (Replace opponent cannot make deathblow) After rolling the combat dice, you may 

re-roll one of the die once.

Krutzbeck: (Replaces hand size of 6 cards) If at least 1 wound is inflicted to the monster during a 

combat round, an additional wound is inflicted to the creature.

Tatianna: (Replaces range attack) Before starting the battle, you may perform a preemptive attack. 

Roll 5D6, each die >= 5 will inflict 1 point of wound to the enemy. Then resolve combat normally.

Challara and Brightblaze: (Replaces wounded ability) If you have 8 or more wounds, death blow 

results inflict 0 wounds instead of 2.


